The results from a set of vibrational nonequilibrium models with a range of fidelity are compared to the recent experimental data for several postnormal shock test cases. The present work focuses solely on oxygen flows with an emphasis on implementing a new set of accurate state-specific rate coefficients for O 2 -O collisions. The twotemperature model is presented as the computationally efficient, lower-fidelity approach in this work. The twotemperature model is driven by the relaxation parameters based on the Millikan-White empirical equation as well as on the parameters resulting from a master equation simulation that employs the database of state-resolved O 2 -O rate coefficients. The full state-to-state master equation approach is presented as the higher-fidelity modeling approach. The O 2 -O system uses recently available results of trajectory simulations for state-specific transition rate coefficients The O 2 -O 2 system uses transition rates from the forced harmonic oscillator model. The test case comparison shows that the state-resolved modeling approach is more suitable for describing the vibrational temperature and chemically nonequilibrium zone behind the shock wave. It is shown that the capability of the state-resolved model to capture nonBoltzmann distribution is critical for accurately modeling the vibrational relaxation and dissociation phase. 
I. Introduction C OMPUTER simulation is the primary analysis tool for hypersonic vehicles. The accuracy of the physics modeling dictates the design margin that is required for the thermal protection system. Many of the hypersonic flight conditions and geometry do not allow the flow to reach equilibrium before interacting with the vehicle. Modeling this nonequilibrium thermochemistry is one of the main sources of simulation uncertainty. Recent advances in computational chemistry methods have made it possible to investigate the use of high-fidelity modeling for hypersonic vehicle analysis.
The two-temperature model is the widely used approach for hypersonic vehicle analysis [1] . For vibrational relaxation, the approach relies on a relaxation time that is a function of temperature and pressure to solve the Landau-Teller equation for vibrational energy. The Millikan-White (MW) formula for vibrational relaxation time is generally used and correlates well with experimental data for many molecular systems [2] . One of the exceptions is the O 2 -O system that does not correlate well with experimental data [3, 4] . The O 2 -O system violates many of the assumptions that are present in the underlying Landau-Teller theory that dictates the temperature dependence of the Millikan-White formula. Park and others have adjusted the Millikan-White coefficients for O 2 -O to correlate better with experimental data [5] . However, the previous work has still assumed the temperature dependence dictated by the Landau-Teller theory. The vibrational relaxation of O 2 -O is studied in this work using recently developed rates from a detailed quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) analysis [6] . The vibrational relaxation times obtained using the extensive quasi-classical trajectory analysis coupled to the set of master equations indicate that relaxation is the most effective at low temperatures, which is opposite to the temperature dependence assumed in the MW equation. Chemistry is captured by reaction rates that use Arrhenius-type rate coefficients. Additionally, the Arrhenius form uses the geometrically averaged temperature of the translational and vibrational temperature (T a T t T v p ) in order to capture nonequilibrium, thermochemical coupling.
The state-to-state (STS) approach is a higher-fidelity model for describing the nonequilibrium energy transfer that has been used sparingly for decades but has become more popular recently due to advances in computational power [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The STS model is computationally expensive since it directly simulates the population of each vibrational state. These populations are governed by the system of master equations that employ state-specific rates obtained by QCT simulations or simpler models [16] . This approach allows for multiquantum transitions and non-Boltzmann distributions to be captured [7, 10, 17] . There are three widely used methods for deriving the required transition rate coefficients: the Schwartz, Slawsky, and Herzfeld theory based on first-order perturbation; the forced harmonic oscillator (FHO) model of Adamovich et al. [16] ; and the QCT analysis [18] . The presented work will focus on the FHO and QCT methods. The FHO model is a semiclassical analytical method that was developed from nonperturbative analytic theory assuming that the interaction of target and projectile particles is governed by a strong repulsive potential. The closed form of the FHO rate coefficients makes it very attractive due to the low computational expense required to generate transition rates. However, the assumptions including the form of the potential energy surface (PES) put a limitation on the systems that are described well by the FHO methodology. The FHO model is not applicable for molecular systems that have open-shell atoms and molecules, particularly for the O 2 -O collisions. The QCT method is a more general approach, and the transition rates can be obtained for any PES. The QCT method employs Monte Carlo methods of statistical sampling of kinetic and internal energy of particles to accumulate a large-scale database of transition event probabilities. The QCT method is computationally expensive, but the recent increase in computational power has made it tractable for atom-diatom interactions.
Recently, vibrational temperature behind a shock wave was measured by means of absorption spectroscopy [19, 20] . In these measurements, the attenuation of intensity in the UV region of the Schumann-Runge bands was interpreted in terms of an absorption coefficient that is a function of translational and vibrational temperatures of a gas mixture. Vibrational temperature profiles were obtained for the range of translational temperatures between 4000 and 10,400 K at the incident shock velocity between 3.07 and 4.44 km∕s.
The aim of the present work is the numerical simulation of these experimental data using new information on O 2 -O collisions that was obtained by means of a QCT study [6, 21] . For this purpose, a simpler two-temperature (2T) model adopts new relaxation parameters and global dissociation rates [21] . This approach is compared to the similar model with the rates previously derived for the O 2 − O interaction without relying on the QCT and master equation simulations [1] . Additionally, the present paper performs a complete state-resolved simulation of shock wave propagation in pure oxygen. This is performed by employing the QCT rate coefficients for O 2 -O interaction and the FHO model for O 2 -O 2 collisions. The novelty of the present work is in the comparison of newly generated experimental data with the theoretical model incorporating high-fidelity rate coefficients derived from first principles.
II. Thermochemical Nonequilibrium Model
In the present work, the postnormal shock calculations use the jump conditions derived from the Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The derivation assumes that the electronic and vibrational modes are frozen across the shock wave. The flow downstream of the shock wave is calculated by solving the one-dimensional compressible flow equations combined with the conservation equations associated with the vibrational energy mode. The compressible flow equations are shown in Eq. (1),
where ρ and ρ s are the densities of the local flow and of the species s; u, P, and h are the local flow velocity, pressure, and enthalpy; and ω s is the production rate of species s due to chemical reactions. The system of Euler Eq. (1) is closed by the ideal gas law and enthalpy equation. Enthalpy is defined as h s h 0 2.5RT e r e v and is multiplied by the molar concentration of the species to close the system. The conservation equations for vibrational energy are formulated individually for the 2T and STS models and given in the following sections.
A. Two-Temperature Model
In the 2T model, nonequilibrium in the energy transfer is described by separating the transrotational energy e t T and the vibrationelectronic energy e v T v . The present work accounts for only the ground electronic state. The conservation equation for vibrational energy has the appearance
where _ ω O 2 RT a n 3 O − DT a n O 2 n O ; D and R are the global dissociation and recombination rate coefficients evaluated at some effective temperature T a , respectively, defined in the following; n is the number density; e v and e ⋆ v are the mean vibrational energy evaluated at translational T and vibrational T vib temperatures, respectively; C VD is the vibration-dissociation coupling coefficient that indicates the average loss of vibrational energy in collision of particles that leads to dissociation; τ v is the relaxation time of the entire vibrational manifold; and D e is the classical dissociation energy of diatomic O 2 . It should be noted that the experimental comparisons in the presented work are done in the time domain. A transformation from the postshock position domain into the time domain is done using the local velocity and shock velocity.
The present work studies three aspects of the two-temperature modeling: the vibrational-translational energy relaxation, dissociation rate, and vibrational energy loss due to dissociation. The newly available QCT data for the O 2 -O system allow for modifications to be made in each of these three areas for the 2T model. The results section will demonstrate the isolated and combined effects of these modifications relative to the 2T model implementation.
Vibrational-Translational Energy Transfer
The relaxation time τ v in Eq. (2) The Millikan-White relaxation time is modified with the collisionlimited correction term shown in Eqs. (4) and (5) . It is also referred to as the high-temperature correction. The correction terms include the number density n and the mean particle velocity c. In this work, σ v is set to 3.0 × 10 −21 m 2 as proposed by Park [5] ,
The present work adopts the Millikan-White relaxation time for the O 2 -O 2 system [5, 16] . However, the assumptions inherent in this model do not apply well to a system containing a molecule and an open-shell atom, like the O 2 -O system [22, 23] . These types of systems deviate from these model assumptions due to the effect of additional mechanisms such as nonadiabatic transitions and the possibility of atom exchange. The experimental data for the O 2 -O system have been shown to not follow the Millikan-White suggested behavior. Park [5] proposed Millikan-White coefficients for O 2 -O based on the data from [4] ; however, the temperature dependence was still assumed to be consistent with the MW empirical correlations for τ v . The widely accepted Millikan-White coefficients for O 2 -O are A 47.7 and B 0.0271. For O 2 -O 2 , the Millikan-White coefficients are A 135.91 and B 0.030.
One of the main areas of focus for this work is to use the newly available QCT calculated transition rates for O 2 -O from Andrienko and Boyd [21] . Two sets of state-to-state transition rates are constructed in the QCT work. First, a simplified, pairwise HulbertHirshfelder (HH) PES [24] is applied. The PES supports a maximum of 36 vibrational states and 223 rotational levels for the electronic ground-state O 2 . This simplified HH PES is computationally less expensive than a more accurate PES. Second, an accurate many-body PES is adopted. The Varandas and Pais [25] PES generates 47 vibrational states and a maximum of 236 rotational levels for electronic ground-state molecular oxygen. These QCT results have been integrated in order to create a vibrational relaxation parameter relation that is in the form of the Landau-Teller theory formulation. Equation (6) presents the curve fit form of the vibrational relaxation parameter for the QCT based results: shown for reference. The O 2 -O Park curve fit of the experimental data using the MW dependence [4] matches up well with the data by Breen et al. [3] only in the temperature range between 1000 and 3500 K. Above this temperature, the O 2 -O MW relaxation time significantly underestimates the QCT data. In fact, the QCT results deviate from the Landau-Teller temperature dependence. The O 2 -O system does not adhere to the STS transition assumptions of Landau-Teller theory; however, using a vibrataionl relaxation time to represent the internal energy evolution can capture the behavior appropriately [6] . The vibrational relaxation time, derived from the QCT rates based on the HH PES, slightly underestimates the data of Breen et al. This is because of the crude representation of the potential well in the HH PES, which appears to be too deep and wide, compared to that of the Varandas and Pais [25] . However, each PES demonstrates a similar tendency in vibrational relaxation time behavior.
Dissociation Rate Coefficient
In the 2T model, the dissociation process is generally represented by the Arrhenius-type temperature dependence. The effect of vibrational nonequilibrium is modeled by changing the controlling temperature to the geometrically averaged temperature of the translational and vibrational temperature (T a TT v p ) as proposed by Park [1] . The QCT results of Andrienko and Boyd [21] suggest that using the quasi-steady state (QSS) dissociation rate could be a more accurate way to model the dissociation process for O 2 -O. The final dissociation model investigated in this work is the QCT-based QSS dissociation rate. As a note, this method is controlled by the translational temperature because of the QSS derivation [21] of the rates, and QSS is defined as the state at which the population rate of change is equal to zero. The Arrhenius form is shown in Eq. (7):
Additionally, the Arrhenius coefficients associated with the various models are summarized in Table 2 .
Vibrational Energy Loss Due to Dissociation
When a molecule dissociates, its vibrational energy is removed and converted into translational energy, and the loss of internal energy must be accounted for in the model. Since the dissociating molecule could be at a low vibrational state or a high vibrational state, an assumption must be made as to an average vibrational energy loss due to dissociation. It is customary to use a fraction C VD of the dissociation energy to describe this vibrational energy loss. Physically, the average loss of vibrational energy is a complex function of translational temperature and instantaneous population of the vibrational manifold. The 2T model typically assumes that this parameter is constant. Most of the 2T approaches in the present work adopt the constant value method for C VD . The work of Andrienko and Boyd [21] presents the temperature dependence for C VD . The C VD temperature dependence has been curve fit to the form of Eq. (8) with the coefficients presented in Table 3 . Note that the work has assumed that the governing temperature for this quantity is the translational temperature. This assumption does not capture the vibrational population effects on C VD ; however, the full dependence on the vibrational temperature and population has not been captured in a compact form. Additionally, the C VD parameter does not change much during intensive dissociation phases [21] . The present work focuses on postnormal shock conditions that contain significant dissociation, so the translational temperature formulation of C VD is an acceptable assumption,
A study was conducted using a temperature-dependent C VD modeling approach that showed no accuracy difference when compared to the constant value approach. However, it is suggested that the model be incorporated into current models for its physical accuracy. The approach does not affect the computational expense of the simulation and provides a more physical representation even if the benefit of the model is not observable in these test cases.
B. State-to-State Model
The conservation of vibrational energy in the STS model is formulated for each vibrational energy level. This approach significantly increases the number of equations to be solved; however, it eliminates highly averaged parameters such as τ v and C DV that can vary drastically for each vibrational energy level. Additionally, the conservation equations for species densities, given in Eq. (1) can be omitted. The system of equations for the STS model in this case accounts for the conservation of momenta and transrotational energy as well as for number density of individual vibrational states. The latter has the appearance (10) and (11) for bound-bound and bound-free transition rate coefficients,
The vibrational-translational (VT) transition rates for the O 2 -O 2 system are taken from FHO analysis [16, 21] . These rates are used in a postnormal shock calculation using the master equation approach outlined in [8] . The governing parameter for the FHO model is the exponential potential parameter α. Previous FHO [16] work for oxygen has shown that the value of α is near 4.0 Å −1 . This value is based on the comparison of vibrational relaxation time in pure oxygen obtained by means of the master equations with the experimental data. The present work investigates the sensitivity of the FHO α parameter used in the O 2 -O 2 STS rates, and α parameters of 3.8, 4.0, and 4.2 are studied. A set of vibration-vibration transition rates has also been generated for O 2 -O 2 collisions; however, preliminary runs of the STS model have not revealed any significant importance of this energy transfer mechanism at the given range of translational temperatures. The O 2 -O 2 state-specific dissociation rates are determined by scaling the O 2 -O rates using the global dissociation rates of Bortner [21, 26] . It should be noted that vibrational temperature is used for experimental comparisons in the presented work. The vibrational temperature is calculated by taking the vibrational energy from the STS simulation and deducing a Boltzmann equivalent vibrational temperature. Table 4 summarizes the modeling approaches that are investigated in the present work.
III. Results
The postnormal shock flow calculations are carried out for an existing set of shock tube experiments conducted by Ibraguimova et al. [27] . The flow conditions for the test cases are summarized in Table 5 . All flow conditions have a pure O 2 freestream composition. The set of test cases represents a relevant range of conditions that might be experienced by a hypersonic vehicle.
A. Two-Temperature Model
The results for the 2T model are separated into two subsections: VT energy transfer and dissociation and the QSS phase. These subsections aim to isolate the various aspects of modeling that are investigated.
VT Energy Transfer and Dissociation
First, the conventional 2T model (2T-MW/Park) is compared with the newly derived 2T QCT-based models (2T-HH and 2T-Varandas). The models are also evaluated against the experimental results from [27] . Figures 2 and 3 show profiles of temperature and composition for the C1 case. Time begins with the passage of the shock wave. This case corresponds to mild vibrational nonequilibrium with a relatively low postshock temperature. At these conditions, vibrational relaxation occurs much more quickly than chemical transformation. Hence, the widely used QSS assumption about separation of these two processes is valid. All 2T models predict a similar rate of vibrational relaxation and dissociation. The mild translational temperature leads to a very small amount of atomic oxygen being present during the vibrational relaxation. At the moment of the onset of dissociation, the flow contains only 2-3% of atomic oxygen, and so the O 2 -O 2 collisions govern vibrational relaxation. Since all 2T models use the same MW coefficients for O 2 -O 2 collisions, it is expected that they all have similar behavior. Only slight differences are observed after 1.0 μs due to the start of dissociation, and thus the presence of atomic oxygen. The results from all models generally fall within the error bars of the experimental data.
Figures 4 and 5 show the temperature profiles and the composition evolution for the case C2. For this condition, there is dissociation before the end of vibrational relaxation. This introduces atomic oxygen in the amount of approximately 10%, and differences are seen in the prediction of the different models. Specifically, after 0.2 μs, the behavior differs significantly due to the different dissociation models. The higher-fidelity 2T-Varandas model agrees better with the Park model in terms of the dissociation rate, compared to the 2T-HH model. The first two models predict faster dissociation and, hence, a lower vibrational temperature after 0.2 μs. However, all 2T models underestimate T v during the phase of active dissociation in the C2 case. One may conclude that the global rates incorporated in their present form in the 2T model need adjustment to match the experimental data.
The C3 case corresponds to the highest degree of nonequilibrium among all studied cases. The temperature and species profiles for the model results for C3 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. All 2T models fail to accurately describe thermal relaxation. Specifically, the 2T models underestimate the experimental data. The flow contains between 15 and 20% of atomic oxygen at the moment when T and T v become equal. From the slope of vibrational temperature, one can conclude that the location of T T v is captured incorrectly by the 2T models, but due to large error bars, some experimental points fall within theoretical predictions. As in the C2 case, the 2T-Park and 2T-Varandas models predict similar rates of dissociation, and the 2T-HH model with the lower-fidelity PES gives the slowest dissociation rate.
One may conclude from cases C1-C3 that the new vibrational relaxation time, generated by the QCT analysis of the O 2 -O system, has little influence on the vibrational temperature during the early phase of relaxation if incorporated in a low-fidelity 2T model. This is not surprising, since all experimental runs initially contained only pure diatomic oxygen. However, the importance of atomic oxygen for vibrational relaxation was demonstrated in [21] for cooling flows even with similar initial composition. Additionally, it is clear that the use of thermal-equilibrium dissociation rate coefficients obtained from the QCT simulations with the Park model of vibration-dissociation coupling underestimate the vibrational temperature during active dissociation. This indicates that the actual, effective dissociation rate should be lower than what is presently used. The following section expands discussion on this matter.
QSS Dissociation Rate Coefficient
Because of the incomplete thermalization of the vibrational ladder, the dissociation rate during the QSS phase is lower than that estimated at thermally equilibrium conditions. The ratio of equilibrium and QSS rate coefficients is approximately 3 according to Park [28] ; however, for O 2 -O, this ratio is found to increase rapidly at high temperature due to inefficient vibrational relaxation at these conditions. The QSS rate coefficients can be derived from the complete set of bound-bound and bound-free transition rate As mentioned in the modeling description section, the work of Andrienko and Boyd [6] demonstrated that using the QSS dissociation rate coefficients could be more accurate than the equilibrium rates typically used in the 2T model. In the present work, the effect of using the QSS dissociation rate coefficients is investigated for the experimental cases in [27] . Since the QSS dissociation rate represents the actual rate of depletion, no vibration-dissociation coupling, such as Park's model, is necessary.
The MW equation is used for the vibrational relaxation modeling, while the two different methodologies for the dissociation rate are compared. It should be noted that the QSS rates are known only for the O 2 -O system. Since the high-fidelity QCT rates for O 2 -O 2 are presently unavailable, the QSS dissociation rate for this system is not investigated in the present work. Other rates are available for O 2 -O 2 ; however, the present work focuses on the newly available QCT rates for O 2 -O.
The results for C1 are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . The effect of using the QSS dissociation rates for O 2 -O are minimal for this test case. A slight difference in the results can be seen after 2 μs, once a sufficient atomic number density is present in the flowfield. The results are consistent with the fact that the QSS dissociation rate is less than the equilibrium dissociation rate.
The results for C2 are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The model with the QSS dissociation rate coefficients incorporated clearly shows the desired increase of vibrational temperature toward better agreement with the experimental data. However, even with the improvement, this QSS model still lies slightly below the error bands of the experimental data. This is due to an incorrect capturing of vibrational relaxation, which follows from the misplacement of the maximum of T v . Specifically, the 2T models appear to reach the maximum vibrational temperature more quickly than the experimental data, leading to a different profile than the experimental results. Figures 12 and 13 show the results for the C3 case. The QSS dissociation rate model achieves better agreement with the experimental results than the conventional 2T-Park model. The QSS approach remains within the experimental error band for the majority of the relaxation process. However, it is clear that neither of 2T models captures the early behavior of thermalization. The vibrational relaxation for the 2T models appears to happen too rapidly at the beginning of the process.
In summary, the QSS dissociation rate coefficients provide better agreement with experimental data for these postshock test cases. The NEITZEL, ANDRIENKO, AND BOYD QSS dissociation rates described in the presented work for are for the O 2 -O system. However, the 2T modeling is still not able to completely capture the behavior observed in the experimental data. Specifically, the 2T models have difficulty capturing the maximum vibrational temperature and the location of transvibrational equilibrium.
B. State-to-State Model
The STS results section is separated into two portions. First, the sensitivity of the repulsive parameter α assumed by the FHO model is investigated to evaluate its influence on the O 2 -O 2 STS rate coefficients and consequently on the overall solution. Next, the vibrational temperature and species profiles generated by the STS model are compared with those from the 2T models and the experiments [19] .
The STS rates use the FHO method that assumes the exponential repulsion in the O 2 -O 2 system defined by parameter α. In the present work, the test cases using α values of 3.8, 4.0, and 4.2 are simulated. Previous work has shown that the exponential potential parameter is in this range near 4.0 Å −1 [21] . In this section, the O 2 -O STS model adopts the QCT rates obtained from the Varandas potential. Figure 14 presents the temperature profiles for the parametric study of α. As would be expected for the pure O 2 freestream, the α parameter has a strong influence on the solution since the early vibrational-translational behavior is primarily governed by O 2 -O 2 collisions. A value of 3.8 has slower relaxation than the solutions obtained with the values of 4.0 and 4.2 for the entire relaxation process. After the vibrational temperature reaches the maximum, the results begin to coalesce. The later relaxation behavior is essentially identical between the various values of α. Even with the notable differences in behavior, all of the results fall within the spread of the experimental data. Figure 15 presents the temperature profiles for C2. This case shows a similar influence of α on the temperature results. The faster relaxation due to higher temperatures and the faster introduction of O atoms from dissociation slightly reduce the variation due to α differences in comparison to C1. Figure 16 presents the C3 temperature profiles. The application of the FHO rates for this case clearly shows the benefit of the STS model over the 2T model in terms of the better agreement of T v for the early stage of relaxation. At these elevated translational temperatures, the α influence is slightly mitigated by the quicker introduction of O atoms. All the results miss the first experimental point, but the α value of 3.8 is closest to capturing the first few experimental points. The present work adopts the α value of 4.0 for the rest of the work in the paper. In summary, the different values of α have a pronounced influence on the O 2 -O 2 behavior. However, this effect is still smaller than the difference in T v between the STS and 2T models. This indicates a great potential of STS models for the accurate description of the temperature and species profiles behind shock waves.
2T and STS Models Comparison
The results in this section focus on comparing the current 2T models with the high-fidelity, STS modeling approach and with the experimental data. The previous section showed that the QSS dissociation rate coefficients provide better agreement with the experimental data when incorporated in the 2T model. The improved 2T approach used for comparison in this section is the 2T-MW/QSS modeling approach. The STS-QCT Varandas method represents the highest level of fidelity investigated in this study. Figure 17 presents the evolution of temperature for the three modeling approaches for C1. There is a fundamentally different vibrational temperature profile between the STS and 2T approaches.
The most notable differences are in the early vibrational relaxation phase and also the time at which the maximum vibrational temperature is reached. The STS model relaxes more rapidly than the 2T models and reaches the maximum vibrational temperature first. The VT energy exchange by means of the STS model results in a noticeable difference in the profiles of translational temperature. Another important feature of the STS approach is a much faster convergence of temperature to the equilibrium value, compared to the 2T models. Overall, the STS model matches the experimental data very well. Figure 18 shows the difference in the composition evolution for the three models. The rapid thermalization of vibrational and translational temperatures predicted by the STS model corresponds to the active generation of atomic oxygen in the flow, which is known to be much more effective for O 2 dissociation compared to diatomic oxygen [29] .
Figures 19 and 20 present the evolution of the vibrational state population distribution for the STS model. The Boltzmann distributions plotted represent a temperature equivalent distribution for that given time. The first time location (t 0 μs) represents the vibrational population distribution just before the shock passage. Initially, the flow is in equilibrium, and the actual distribution does NEITZEL, ANDRIENKO, AND BOYD not deviate from the Boltzmann distribution. Once the shock passes, the distribution strongly deviates from the Boltzmann population before the onset of dissociation. The vibrational state population plots show that during the early vibrational relaxation phase all the states higher than v 3 are strongly overpopulated. In contrast, the v 1 state shows a slight underpopulation relative to the Boltzmann distribution. The non-Boltzmann behavior shown in the population distribution during the relaxation process is mainly attributed to the ability of the STS model to account for multiquantum transitions.
As the relaxation process continues, a change in slope of the population for v 10, 20, and 40 can be observed in Fig. 20 around 0.02 μs. This slope change is an indication that the dissociation process has started and of the presence of the oxygen atoms that lead to faster relaxation (O 2 -O collisions). The dissociation is dominant in the higher vibrational states (v > 25) and, as the dissociation process increases, causes an underpopulation in these higher vibrational states. This large amount of dissociation from the higher vibrational states results in a smaller amount of energy being removed from the internal modes and a higher vibrational temperature compared to the 2T models. Additionally, the O 2 -O collisions dominate the late phase of the chemical thermalization due to the efficient energy transfer of the collision. This attribute is realized in the rapid approach to equilibrium in the late phase (t > 0.2 μs) when compared to the 2T model that implicitly assumes a Boltzmann distribution.
Figures 21 and 22 present the evolution of temperature and composition for C2. The difference in the behavior between the STS and 2T models is more significant, compared to C1. Unlike the 2T models, the STS approach is capable of describing the correct nonmonotonic behavior of the vibrational temperature and predicts the location of the T v maximum. The STS solution is well within the experimental bars, and one can say that the higher-fidelity model clearly shows an improvement over the simple 2T models.
Figures 23 and 24 present the vibrational population distribution for C2. The general behavior of the vibrational ladder is quite similar to that for C1. However, two aspects are different. First, the excited states deviate strongly from the equilibrium value compared to the C1 case. Second, the lower vibrational states (v > 23) become depleted during active dissociation. This means that at stronger nonequilibrium conditions the probability density function shifts toward the low-lying states [6] .
The profiles of the vibrational temperature and species mole fraction for C3 are given in Figs. 25 and 26 . It is important to note than the STS model allows the accurate description of the phase of initial vibrational relaxation and clearly performs better than the 2T model. The location of the maximum vibrational temperature and the duration of the dissociation phase is captured by the STS approach, too. In other words, the C2 and C3 cases show the superior accuracy of the STS model for describing thermal nonequilibrium flows of oxygen. The profiles of species for case C3 are similar to those of case C2: the initial rate of atomic oxygen production is lower; however, the large slope leads to a faster chemical equilibrium.
The state-resolved population of the vibrational ladder for C3 is given in Figs. 27 and 28 . Under these conditions, vibrational states with v > 20 are noticeably affected by the dissociation. 
IV. Conclusions
Vibrational nonequilibrium and dissociation models of varying fidelity were compared to several sets of experimental data obtained in a shock tube facility. First, the conventional two-temperature model was presented with potential improvements based on recently available quasi-classical trajectory results for the O 2 -O system. Namely, the vibrational relaxation time, quasi-steady-state (QSS) dissociation rate coefficients, and the temperature-dependent coupling between the vibrational mode and dissociation were implemented.
The results of two-temperature (2T) model simulations suggested that the new O 2 -O vibrational relaxation time has little effect on the evolution of the vibrational temperature immediately behind the shock front. This could be attributed to the fact that the experimental cases contained pure diatomic oxygen as the initial conditions. In vibrationally nonequilibrium flows with a significant amount of atomic oxygen, the effect of the fast O 2 -O vibrational quenching is expected to be more pronounced. However, one should note that the 2T models were unable to provide an accurate description of vibrational temperature before the onset of dissociation in the shock tube flows.
The implementation of the global QSS dissociation rate coefficients in the 2T model without coupling by means of an effective temperature according to the Park model provided a better agreement of the computed vibrational temperature with the experimental data when the dissociation process was active. This observation confirms the usefulness of the master equation analysis that generates highly averaged parameters that can be adopted by simpler models. Additionally, no pronounced effect of the variable vibration-dissociation coupling coefficient was found, potentially due to the relatively low pressures and temperatures behind the shock front. However, as a matter of principle, the inclusion of this temperature dependence is recommended since it is more physically representative and does not introduce any additional computational cost.
Finally, the present work incorporated a new set of O 2 -O statespecific rate coefficients in the higher-fidelity model. It is important to note that this step allowed the correct prediction of the vibrational temperature before the onset of dissociation as well as during active chemical processes. It can be concluded that the present state-to-state (STS) model has higher predictive capabilities compared to the 2T model, since the state-specific model does not employ any empirical parameters. These improvements can be clearly observed for the C2 and C3 cases that correspond to a higher shock velocity and higher degree of nonequilibrium. Still, it is highly desired to obtain experimental data with smaller uncertainty bars for a more detailed assessment of STS models.
